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GOAL 4:  Public safety, peace and order are assured at all times 
 

STRATEGIES 
 
1. Maintain a high level of police visibility at all times 

 
Police visibility in the Central Business district shall be ensured at all times to deter 
petty crimes, prevent traffic violations and accidents, assure the public and 
businessmen of  the presence of law enforcement officers. Regular patrolling will 
also be done at the grassroots levels and within and around the Hundred Islands 
Natural Park to serve as deterrent to illegal activities and to provide a means for 
communities to alert authorities about illegal goings on. Regular patrolling will also 
assure communities that the city government is serious about curbing criminality.  

 
 

2. Increase police to citizen ratio to desired levels 
 
Additional policemen will be requested and secured by the city government from the 
PNP.  The POSO or the Public Safety and Order Office will be strengthened by 
recruiting and training more civilians to act as public order and safety officers. Close 
coordination between the POSO and the police shall be maintained at all times.  

 
 
3. Ensure the participation of communities in crime prevention, detection, 

reporting, apprehension and prosecution 
 
Crime watchdogs in the communities shall be deputized headed by members of the 
barangay councils. Crime watch programs shall be activated by the councils in their 
respective barangays and shall be linked to a crime watch center in the city, 
preferably within the police station. Communication lines between the grassroots 
and the center, through cellular and landline phones or two way radio sets shall be 
open 24 hours.  Public order and safety officers and policemen may also receive 
reports of illegal activities and crimes directly from the grassroots.  

 



 
4. Cultivate smooth relations and coordination among law enforcement and 

prosecution agencies and citizens groups 
 
A working coalition of all groups fighting crime should be formed and shall meet 
regularly to review the progress of campaigns against crimes and illegal activities. 
They shall also discuss ways of fast tracking and improving the quality of work that 
requires coordination between groups, particularly in enforcement and prosecution.  

 

 
5. Strictly maintain a no “padrino” system in law enforcement  

 
The no “padrino” system, implemented immediately after the new administration 
took office successfully curbed the wanton commission of crimes and illegal 
activities. This should be strictly maintained and publicly announced. 

 
 

6. Undertake a sustained social marketing campaign for a crime free Alaminos 
 
A massive, well planned and sustained multi-media campaign to promote a crime 
free Alaminos, instilling among Alaminians respect for authorities, fear of breaking 
the law, contempt for illegal activities and vices, desire for orderliness and concern 
for community members in general and children and elderly in particular will be 
mounted. This is aimed at creating a culture of peace and orderliness.  

 

 
7. Conduct continuous retooling and values formation for all law enforcement 

and prosecution agencies 
 

Seminars and training shall be offered to all officers and workers involved in law 
enforcement, crime detection and prosecution  to retool their competencies and 
strengthen their resolve to fight crime honestly and expeditiously.  

 
 


